Do The Write Thing Essay

Violence could never stop in the city of Boston. People in but can help reduce violence in Boston, for example we could create more programs for adults, young kids and teenagers. Parents should be involved in their child life. Your kids will always need your help to show him or her the right path of their life, to show them what's right from wrong.

Violence have affect many people life in different ways. For example “some people lose their love ones by over something that don’t mean necessary. Violence have never affect my life but others, family members were shot and killed. Violence will always be around but people always agree of choosing the wrong path. Some family are break up, because of violence. For example when a mother, hit her husband or a father hitting his wife. The wife of this family will be upset and leave and break the family apart.

Violence is cause in many different ways. For example if someone in your family is pressure he or she, will take his anger on a child. Children will always need a parent in their life. Father is need to teach his son. How to be a man, and if I child don’t got that, that what you called lack of parental guidance. Another way on how violence is cause by mental issue. People have essay accessibility to guns. If a child parent is in jail, that child would follow that parent and go to jail, that what we called “family situation”.

Us as teens could stop violence by treating everyone the way you want to be treated. Making promise to yourself that you will not be violent, don’t consume alcohol and drugs. Don’t laugh at racial or sexist jokes. Talk to your family about preventing violence. Listen to other, because you don’t want to act like you know it all so you and your friend could turn an emery of yours.
See violence is cause in many ways. But people from Boston ask everyone with a family member who been murder. Please put a stop for people getting guns too easy. Let try putting a stop to violence and family losing their love ones. Violence is the behavior involving physical force intended to hurt, damage, or kill someone or something. Black males are dieing too young. This story is from the bottom of my heart I asking to try to stop violence in my community and in the city of Boston.